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SUBJECT: ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

CLASS: JSS1 

DURATION: Weeks 9 - 10 

 

CONSONANT CLUSTERS |Ѳ | AND |ð   | 

To pronounce |Ѳ|, the tip of the tongue is made to almost touch the back of the upper teeth and is almost 

sticking out between the tip of the tongue and the upper teeth and is almost sticking out between the tips of 

the tongue and the upper teeth. It is the voiceless sound because the vocal cord does not vibrate when 

pronouncing the sound. 

Practice saying |Ѳ| alone. Put the back of your palm in front of your mouth as you make the sound. The air 

hits your hand, you feel it but you don’t hear any sound. 

To pronounce |ð|, the tongue is in the same position for |Ѳ| but air flows from the lungs. It is a voice 

consonant because the vocal cord vibrates when pronouncing the sound  

Examples of consonant clusters of |Ѳ| and |ð| are : 

|Ѳ|-Diphthong |difѲƛg| 

Twelfth-/twƩlfѲ/ 

Throw-/Ѳɻəᴜ/ 

Birthday-/bȝ:ѳdie/ 

Earthly-/ə:Ѳli/ 

Width-/witѳ/ 

|ð|-rhythm-/ɻi:ðƖəlm/ 

Clothes-/kləᴜƖðlz/. 

 

                              PASSIVE VOICE |VERBS. 

Unlike active verbs, Passive verbs occur when the object of a sentence (the receiver of the object performed 

by the subject of the sentence) appears firstly in the sentence (appears in the position of the subject of the 

sentence). We use the passive to show happens to the subject. The emphasis is on the receiver of the action.                                            

                                            The formation Of the Passive     

Verb is as follows; 

OBJECT+BE+PASTPARTICIPLE+BY+SUBJECT=Passive verb (voice) 

Example: Let’s turn the discussed active verb in our last discussion into passive verb. Remember that almost 

ninety percent of our sentence are made in active form. Passive verb/voice are mostly used when the speaker 

wishes to make more emphasis on his/her sentence. 
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1 The room      was              cleaned                     by           him. 

       ↓             ↓         +          ↓              +           ↓   +        ↓ 

 Object              be        past participle               by           subject    

    

2 The gate        was           closed                    by             our gate keeper. 

     ↓          +    ↓      +         ↓        +            ↓       +            ↓ 

    Object           be        past participle           by               subject 

 

3 The chair         is           dusted                  by           chike. 

       ↓         +     ↓     +        ↓         +        ↓      +       ↓   

     Object           be      past participle       by           subject 

 

4 The honey     was       stolen                    by            him. 

       ↓         +  ↓     +    ↓          +            ↓       +    ↓ 

      Object        be      past participle        by     subject 

 

                  Uses of the passive voice. 

1. The passive is used when the performer of an action is unknown. 

  Example: The bag was stolen. 

2. When the most likely subject for an active sentence will be the impersonal “ one” or “you“ 

or ” they”. 

3. When it is quite obvious to everyone who the performer of the action was. 

Example: The bell was rang for afternoon prayers. 

4. The passive is also used when the desire than the actor. We want to focus on the person or 

thing that is being affected rather than the cause. Sometimes we may not wish to mention 

the doer of the action at all as it may be irrelevant or too obvious.  

Example : Our sea water is being polluted. 

              

                     Formal letter –writing Practice 

                         Write an application letter for the post of a store – keeper 

           

                                                                                                             Bubendorff Memorial Grammar 

School, 

                                                                                                             P.O Box 13, 

                                                                                                             Adazi Nnukwu, 

                                                                                                             Anaocha Local Government Area. 

                                                                                                             30th July, 2020. 
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The Manager Director, 

Ugonna and sons ltd, 

Awka. 

Dear Sir,  

             Application for the office of a store- keeper 

              I hereby apply for the office of a store- keeper with your departmental store. I am applying in 

response to the “Herald News” on Friday 1st – Thursday 7th May, 2020. 

              I am a young man of 20 years .I am a native of Oraukwu in Idemili North Local Government Area 

of Anambra state, Nigeria. I hold the senior secondary certificate. I attended Bubendorff Memorial 

Grammar School, Adazi Nnukwu  from  2012 to 2017 for my secondary education. 

             I offered the subjects listed below and the grades indicated in front of them.  English Languege-C6, 

Mathematics-C6, Economics-C5, Commerce-C5, Account-B2, Biology-D7, Literature in – English-C6, 

and Government-C4. 

             I am an experience store-keeper, I had worked with Adeola stores as a trainee store-keeper between  

October  2018  to November 2019. 

             I want to join your company because of the opportunity on the job further training included in your 

conditions of service. If you request to know further about my character, I hereby name Dr  C .O  Nwafor  

department of health science kwara state university as my reference and guarantor. 

            I enclose photocopies of my primary school  leaving certificate. I also enclose photocopies of letters 

of appointment. 

            I promise to render selfless service if my application is positively considered and I am employed . 

                                                                                                                                                            Yours 

faithfully, 

                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                               

Okeke, Ebuka. 

     

 

 

                                                     Consonant clusters /S/ and /Z/ 

 To pronounce /S/, the tip of the tongue is raised closed to the root of the upper teeth but there is a little 

opening between them. Air from the lungs escape through the little opening. It is a voiceless sound. 

To pronounce /Z/, the tip of the tongue remains close to the root of the upper teeth as for /S/. It is a voiced 

sound.  

   Examples of consonant clusters of /S/ and /Z/ are; 
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/S/- Test,  

        Last. 

        Skirt. 

        Scout. 

        Sprite. 

        Shirt. 

/Z/- Zigzag. 

        Zest. 


